If you are required to take Statistics in your Acceptance letter, we recommend that you take the “Quantitative Analysis Course” offered by Harvard Business School Publishing to fulfill your requirement.

**Cost:** $64.50

**Length of time to complete the course:** Approximately 20 to 25 hours

**Technical Support Contact:** 800.810.8858

**Technology requirements:** Internet browser (latest versions of IE or Netscape/Mozilla preferred) and Flash (downloadable if not provided) as well as speakers or headphones to access the audio track

**Description:** This course covers the basic kinds of statistical analysis that a business student must master. The student is situated as a consultant to a multifaceted resort hotel in Hawaii, and the vivid animations and applied setting make the program lively and practical. Step by step, this program gives the student the knowledge and tools needed to satisfy the hotel manager's demands for information and analysis. To assess student strengths and weaknesses, it includes pre-and post-assessment tests.

**Instructions for signing up:**

   Enter an e-mail address and click “Go”

2. Arrive at the **Register** page.
   Fill out the appropriate information and click “Continue”

3. Arrive at the **Launch Pad**.
   Click “Program Catalog” in the left-hand navigation

4. Arrive at the **Program Catalog** page.
   Select **QUAC**

5. Arrive at **QUAC** info page.
   Click “Select Now”

6. Arrive at **Payment Information** page.
   Enter payment information and click “Continue”

7. Arrive at **Enrollment Confirmation** page.
   Either click “Access Now”, or
   Return to Launch Pad, product should be listed